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Body Compass
You make thousands of decisions everyday.  Some sources claim you make up to 35,000 
conscious choices each day.  

Of course not all of these are terribly critical.

“Should I add blueberries to my protein smoothie?”
“Should I pack a lunch for the kids or send them to school with lunch money?”
“Should I brew a pot of coffee or stop at Starbuck’s on my way to work?”

Some may have more of an impact.

“Should I leave work early and get to my daughter’s game or stay and finish this report my 
boss asked for?”
“Should I tell my sisters about the things I’m noticing with mom and her memory?”
“Should I volunteer to run this year’s school fundraiser-carnival?”

While other decisions can change the course of your life forever.

“Should I tell my husband I’m concerned about where our relationship is going?”
“Should I accept the promotion with pay increase, and move my family to Oklahoma?”
“Should I take my son out of public school and place him in an expensive private school for 
his learning disabilities?”

Your body holds incredible wisdom.  It is a compass, informing you on the best course to 
follow.  Your body’s sensations are a first responder.  They send messages and signals before 
your mind even has a chance to assess the situation.  Once you take the time to calibrate 
your compass, you will have a reliable and dependable internal navigation system you can 
trust to point you on the course to your right life.     

This exercise will calibrate and help you understand your internal GPS.
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First I’m going to ask you to get comfortable.

You can sit or lie down, whatever feels best for you.  Invite your body 
to relax. Take a deep breath in and release it.  Begin to feel your 
feet, ankles, calves, thighs, hips, pelvis, stomach, low back, upper 
back, chest, hands, arms, shoulders, neck, face, head ….all relaxing.

We’re going to take another deep breath. Place your hand on your 
stomach and as you slowly inhale, notice your stomach expanding, 
pushing your hand away.  As you slowly exhale, notice your stomach 
contracting, bringing your hand closer to you.  Inhale and exhale 
again very slowly, allowing your body to relax completely.

I’m going to ask you to recall two very different memories today, one 
negative and one positive.  We’ll begin with the negative and then 
move to the positive memory.

Recall a memory, an experience you had, or a time in your life, 
something you never want to encounter or endure again.  And 
breathe.  Do you have the memory?  Okay.  As you’re bringing this 
memory back, recall as many details as you can.  The time of day, or 
season of the year, who was there or involved, what was said, what 
you heard, what you smelled, tasted, what the air felt like, what you 
saw, every detail possible.  Breathe slowly and deeply as you sit with 
this memory.

Now, notice your body.  Allow your body to feel this memory.  
Beginning with your feet, up your legs, ankles, calves, thighs, 
hips, pelvis, stomach, low back, upper back, chest, hands, arms, 
shoulders, neck, face, head…notice what your body is feeling.

Where are you feeling physical sensations?
What do the sensations feel like?
Are they prickly, achy, tense, tender, pounding, breathless, tingly, 
hollow, thick, heavy, tight?  

Speak aloud the sensations you are noticing and where you are 
feeling them.

Continue to hold the detailed negative memory and notice if the 
sensations are moving or changing.
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Breathe.

Picture a line with a numbered scale.  To the far left is a -10, in the 
middle there is a 0, and to the far right there is a +10.  The -10 
represents the worst possible situation you could ever experience, 
but not necessarily the memory you’re holding now.  The +10 
represents the most wonderful, beautiful experience you could ever 
possibly have.  Sweetheart, look at the scale and rate the way your 
body is feeling right now on the scale.  

Say the number out loud.  Take in a deep breath, and let it out.

Now we also want to name your body’s negative sensation 
experience.  What name do you give to what you’re feeling right 
now? 

Speak the name aloud.

Thank you.  Take a deep breath in and let it out.  

Now slowly open your eyes and begin to move your body.  Wherever 
you were feeling the most intense sensations, give those areas 
special attention.  You can stand up and gently move around, lift 
your arms up over your head if that’s comfortable for you, shake your 
hands, and release the memory, the sensations and the feelings from 
this negative experience. 

Breathe.

Once again I’m asking you to get comfortable.  You can sit or lie 
down, whatever feels best.  Take a deep breath in and release it.  
Invite your body to again completely relax.  From the tips of your 
toes to the top of your head, feel into your body.

Place your hand on your stomach and as you slowly inhale, notice 
your stomach expanding, pushing your hand away.  As you exhale, 
notice your stomach contracting, bringing your hand closer. Breathe.

Now recall a wonderful, beautiful memory, an experience you had, or 
a time in your life, that is something you would love to have again or 
you enjoy remembering because it makes you so very happy. 
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Breathe.

Do you have the memory?  Okay.  As you’re bringing this memory 
back, recall as many details as you can.  The time of day, season of 
the year, who was there, what was said, heard, the smells, what you 
tasted, the air, what you saw, every possible detail.  Breathe slowly 
and deeply as you sit with this lovely memory.

Notice your body.  Allow your body to deeply feel this wonderful 
memory.  Beginning with your feet, ankles, calves, thighs, hips, 
pelvis, stomach, low back, upper back, chest, hands, arms, 
shoulders, neck, face, head…notice what your body is feeling.

Where are you feeling physical sensations?
What are the sensations?  
Are they tingly, streaming, warm, cool, light, calm, flowing, smooth, 
airy?  

Speak aloud the sensations you’re noticing and where you’re feeling 
them.

Continue to hold the detailed memory and notice if the sensations 
are moving or changing.

Breathe.

Once again picture the -10 to +10 scale. The -10 represents the 
worst possible situation you could ever experience and the +10 
represents the most wonderful, beautiful experience you could ever 
possibly have, yet not necessarily the memory you are holding right 
now. 

Rate the way your body is feeling right now.  Say it out loud.

Now we also want to name your body’s positive sensation 
experience.  What name do you give what you’re feeling right now? 

Speak the name aloud.

Take a deep breath in and let it out.
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This exercise has given you a tremendous tool.  This is your body’s GPS system, your compass 
to help guide you on the course to your right life. Now that you’re aware of the physical 
sensations and have names for both your negative and positive body experiences, how will 
you use your freshly calibrated compass?

When you have a choice to make, consider a few of the details and check in with your body’s 
compass.  Rate the situational details on YOUR -10 to +10 scale.

“Should I brew a pot of coffee or stop at Starbuck’s on my way to work?” 

Check in with your body compass.

How will I feel drinking my coffee as soon as I pull out of the driveway?  +3
How will I feel waiting behind eight cars at Starbuck’s drive-thru?  -3
Well it looks like you’re going to brew a pot of coffee at home.

“Should I volunteer to run the school carnival-fundraiser?”

How do I feel after I’ve had a 50-hour week at work and I still have ten hours to put into the 
fundraiser?  -3
How do I feel volunteering to run a booth at the carnival for one 4-hour shift?  +3
It looks like you may choose to help with the fundraiser but not run the whole thing.
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“Should I accept the promotion with pay increase, and move my family to Oklahoma?”
How do I feel living in a state where we are thousands of miles away from all our friends and 
family, but we have an extra $20,000 a year we can put toward a lavish summer vacation and 
have some very nice extras?  -1

How do I feel staying in my current position and salary, but keeping my family near all our 
friends and loved ones who bring us so much happiness everyday?  +5

It sounds like the extravagant vacation and expensive toys don’t completely 
make-up for being so far away from everyone you love and care about.  You may choose to 
wait for another promotion opportunity that keeps you in the same location. 

Using your internal GPS doesn’t exclude you from considering other factors when making a 
decision, but your body is typically the first responder when you’re faced with a choice.

Now that you’ve completed the calibration of your internal compass by… 
1. Noticing your body’s physical sensations to a negative or positive experience,
2. Rating your body’s response on the -10 to +10 scale, and
3. Naming your body’s sensation experience…

…you may decide to still poll your friends or spend a few hours on Google before you decide, 
but you are now equipped with a highly sensitive and dependable navigation system you can 
rely on, that is always pointing you on the best course to your right life.
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The Body Compass is one of my favorite tools. 
I use it everyday.  
It’s one of the many tools I’ve learned that help me live  
without fear, judgment, confusion, worry, or self-doubt. It 
doesn’t mean these feelings don’t ever come up,  
but when they do I have the tools to work through them 
and come out with love, acceptance, clarity,  
peace, and courage.

Love, light and grace to you,

~Mary
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This PDF was created by Mary E. Clark and made 
available by Mary E. Clark, LLC, with the best 
intentions and for informational purposes only.  No 
promises (warranties) can be made as to its accuracy 
or effectiveness in any situation.  Mary E. Clark, nor 
Mary E. Clark, LLC can be held responsible (liable) 
for any loss or misfortune (damages) of any kind.  It is 
best to consult a professional when necessary, such 
as a psychologist, physician, accountant, attorney, 
or other appropriate professional for your area of 
concern.  

This material is protected under the international 
and Federal Copyright laws.  If you want to use any 
part of this PDF, you must have written permission 
from Mary E. Clark.
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